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In this paper we continue our investigations on finite simple groups containing 
an involution z such that F*(C( )) x is an extraspecial 2-group which we began in 
[ 121. More precisely we prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let G be a Jinite simple group and z an involution in G such that 
(9 Q = F*(C( >I z is an extraspecial 2-group of width 10. 
(ii) M = C(z)/F*(C(z)) is isomorphic with GL(6, 2). 
Then G is isomorphic with E,(2). 
1. DEFINITIONS AND SOME KNOWN RESULTS 
LEMMA. Let Q be an extraspecial 2-group and R a group of odd order acting 
on Q. Then Q is the central product of [Q, R] and Co(R) where both groups [Q, R] 
and Co(R) are extraspecial 2-groups or trivial. 
LEMMA [4]. Let G be a finite simple group possessing an involution z such that 
F*(C(z)) is extraspecial of width n > 3. If C(z) does not act irreducibly on 
F*(C(z))/(z), then G is isomorphic with one of the following groups L,+2(2), Mz4 , 
or He. 
LEMMA [l]. Let G be a finite simple group possessing and involution z such 
that F*(C(z)) is extraspecial of width n > 3 and such that zG n F*(C(z)) = (z}. 
Then G is isomorphic with U,+,(2) or .2. 
The group GL(6,2) contains 3 conjugacy classes of involutions, 3 conjugacy 
classes of elements of order 3, and 3 conjugacy classes ot subgroups of order 7. 
DEFINITION. Let i be an involution in M - Q. We say that i is of the 1st 
type if iQ corresponds with a 2-central involution in GL(6,2), i is of the 2nd type 
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if ;Q corresponds with an involution in GL(6, 2) centralizing a subgroup of order 
16 in the natural representation for GL(6,2), and i is called to be of the 3rd type 
if iQ corresponds with an involution in GL(6,2) centralizing only an elementary 
abelian subgroup of order 8 in the natural representation for GL(6, 2). 
Let o be an element of order 3 of M. We say that 
u is of the 1st type if C,,,(uM)z Z, x A,. 
u is of the 2nd type if CMlo(aM) = Z, x 2, x A,. 
CT is of the 3rd type if CMlo(aM) = GL(3,4). 
LEMMA. Let G be a finite group possessing an involution z such that F*(C(z)) 
is an extraspecial group of width n > 3. If z - a EF*(C(X)) then z E F*(C(a)) 
ad N((a, x>)/C((a, 2)) z 4 . 
DEFINITION. We call a group X to be isomorphic with exp(22n+1) if X is an 
extraspecial group of width n. 
According to the above lemmas we may assume that M/Q acts irreducibly 
on Q/(z) and that Q - {z] contains an involution a which is conjugate with x 
in G. Set QcL = F*(C(a)) and L = Q . (M n QJ and E = L/Q. Then by the 
results of [12] we have the following: 
LEMMA 1. (i) No element of &+ acts as an involution of type a2 on Q/(z). 
(4 CO,,,@) = (4 z>/(x). 
(iii) Q n Qn is an elementary abelian group of order 211. 
(iv) L is an elementary abelian group of order 2g. 
(v) M controls the fusion of involutions in Q - {z}. 
2. ON THE STRUCTURE M 
LEMMA 2. The group C,(a)/Co(a) is isomorphic with a split extension of an 
elementary abelian group E of order 2g with F s L,(2) x L,(2) and so a has 
2.1395 M-conjugates in Q. 
Proof. Clearly GL(6, 2) contains precisely one class of elementary abelian 
subgroups of order 2g with representative say E. Then NGL(,&E) = E F 
as described in the above lemma. Since E F is a parabolic subgroup of GL(6, 2) 
we conclude that E F is a maximal subgroup of GL(6, 2) which together with 
Lemma l(ii) proves the lemma. 
COROLLARY. The elementary abelian subgroups of GL(6, 2) of order 2s contain 
conjugates of all 2 conjugacy classes of involutions. Thus it follows easily that every 
involutionary coset of M/Q also contains involutions of M. 
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LEMMA 3. (i) Let (pr , ps) be a &-subgroup of C,(u) such that C(pi) n 
G&)lO,,(C(d n G,(4> E W) ad p1 - pz in M. Then CQh> = CQ(~l~23) = 
D, and Co(pIp2) is isomorphic with the central product of 4 quaternion groups of 
order 8. Furthermore we have p1 + plpz3 + plpz + p1 in G. 
(ii) We have C(p,p,) z (plp2> x 3D4(2). 
Proof. By the structure of GL(6, 2) we have C,(pr) = Ci;(pips3) = 1 and 
CE(P~PJ G J% - Thus we get C&d = CO,(P~P~~) = (a, 4 and Ca,hd = 
E32 . n,Ioreover we have that [Q, pr] and [Q, p1ps3] both contain elementary 
abelian subgroups of order 21° and [Q, plpz] contains elementary abelian sub- 
groups of order 27. Hence the first part of the lemma is shown. We 
have Cdd/Cah) (PI) = -b(2), CM~P~~)IC&~P~~) Gw3) LX 27 T and 
cA4hP2)/cQb1f’2) (PI/%) = W3). s ince (z) is a characteristic subgroup of 
CM(p1pz3) we conclude pr + plpz3 + p1p2 . Assume pr - plpz . Then a Ss-sub- 
group S of C,(pip,) contains a conjugate i of z such that C,(i) does not contain 
elementary abelian subgroups of order 2 . This contradiction proves the 2nd part 
of (i). 
We have CM(plpz)/CQ(prps) (pip,) g L,(8) which group acts faithfully on 
CQ(/W~) by (9. Clearly z - a in N(<PIP~)) and SQ O(C(pl~d) = (PIPS>. It is 
easy to see that C&ips) acts irreducibly on CQ(p1p2)/(x). As x $ Z*(C(,J,,,)) we 
conclude that CM(p1p2) is a proper subgroup of C(,,,,) and thus by [9] it follows 
that C(prps) s (prps} x 3D,(2) which completes the proof of the lemma. 
We next consider a subgroup N of M containing Q such that N/Q is isomor- 
phic with the centralizer of a 2-central involution in GL(6, 2). Let t EN such 
that tQ = Z(N/Q)# and such that [t, pi] = 1 where pr E M and o(pJ = 7. 
Furthermore by Lemma 3 we may choose t to be an involution centralizing 
C&i). Hence we have / cQ(t)i ~(2l’, 215, 218}. Assume / cQ(t)( = 212. Then by 
the action of pr we get c,(t) z Ds X E2g and thus A, would have a 9-dimensional 
irreducible GF(2)-representation which however is not the case. If / C,(t)1 = 218 
then Z(C,(t))/(z) has order 8 and so A, acts trivially on that factor group 
contradicting C,(pi) s D, . Hence the set M - Q contains an involution t of 
the 1st type such that C,(t) g exp(2g) x E2a. Clearly N/O,(N)= As acts 
irreducibly on [Q, t]/( ) x an m d . d uces two 4-dimansional irreducible modules on 
Co(t)/Z(C,(t)) by [12]. We have tN C (C,(t), t) and so we get ([Q, t], t) Q N. 
Thus, we may assume that CM(t) convers N/Q. Let w be an element of order 5 
in N. Then by what we have just seen [C,(t), ZL’] g exp(2g) x El6 and 
C,(t) n C(w) s E8 . We have shown 
LEMMA 4. (i) There is an involution t in M - Q of the 1st type such that 
C,(t) E exp(2g) x Ez6 and C,(t)/C,(t) G exp(2g) . A, . The factor group 
C,(t)/O,(C,(t)) E A, acts irreducibly on [Q, t]/(z) and induces two 4-dimensional 
irreducible modules on C,(t)/Z(C,(t)). 
(ii) Let w be an element of order 5 in M. Then Co(w) s Q, * Q8 , 
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LEMMA 5. Let aI , u2 , and u3 be elements of order 3 in M of the Ist, 2nd, and 
3rd type, respectively. Then Co(o,) s Co(o,) is isomorphic with the central product 
of 4 quaternion groups of order 8, whiZe Co(ua) E Q8 . Furthermore we have 
a, + up + us + u1 in G. 
Proof. As ur and u2 act nontrivially on a conjugate of p1 and pips , res- 
pectively, we conclude by Lemma 3 that Co(u,) s Co(u,) is isomorphic with 
the central product of 4 quaternion groups of order 8. Let w E M, o(w) = 5, and 
P = (5, 2 r ) be a &-group of C,(w) such that rl N us , r2 n a, , and rlrZ N 
r12r2 N 0, . Considering C,(r,) and CM(r,), b e easily see by Lemma 4(ii) that w 
acts fixedpointfree on Co(r,)/(x) and Co(rz)/(z). As rlrz .- r12r2 in C,(w) we 
conclude Co(rlr,) n Co(w) E Co(r12rJ n Co(w) s Qs . Thus we have 
Co(u~)~Qs*(Ds*Q~...Ds*Qs) and by Lemma 3(ii) we get Co(u)) = 
Qs * Ps * 4 ... D, * D, * De). This shows that either Co(u3) g Q8 or [Q, us] E 
Qs * D, * Qs . In the latter case we have that CM(us)/Co(us) g GL(3,4) acts 
faithfully on [Q, us] which however is not possible. This shows Co(us) s Qs . 
We have CM(u2)/Co(u2) (4 s & x 4 and so if S is a &-subgroup of CM(az) 
then (z} = Z(S) n sZl(S) which shows u1 + u2. Furthermore we see that for 
every involution i in CM(uz) - Co(u,) the group C(i) n Co(u,) is elementary 
abelian. Next choose &-subgroups S, , Ss , and Ss of C&u,), CM(u2), and 
CM(us), respectively. Then S’s contains a normal quaternion subgroup Ss n Q 
of order 8 such that S,/Ss n Q is of type L,(4) and so 1 Z(Ss)l E (2, S}. If ugul or 
usus then (z) is not a characteristic subgroup of Ss . So Z(Ss) = Ss is an elemen- 
tary abelian group of order 8. If us - us then S, contains an involution z‘ such 
that there is an automorphism from Cs,(z’) onto Ss mapping x’ onto z. Hence 
x’ E S, n Q and so we have Z(C,z(z’)) = (z, z’) which shows us + us. Next 
assume a, - as . Similarly as above we see that S, - Co(a,) contains an involu- 
tion z’ such that there is an automorphism from Cs,(z’) onto S’s mapping X’ 
onto a. From the fact that Cs,(z’) contains a quaternion subgroup of order 8 and 
center (z’) we conclude that Cs,na(z’) is isomorphic with a subgroup 
SsjSs n Q and so by the structure of &-subgroups of L,(4) we conclude that 
Cs,no(~‘) E El, and so z’ corresponds with a non-2-central involution of As in 
CM(ul). The involution z’ inverts an element of order 5 and centralizes an 
element of order 3 of A, which both act fixedpointfree on Co(u,)/(a) and so 
Co@‘> s J% . This contradiction finally proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let x be an involution in Z(C,(t)), where t is as in Lemma 4, such 
that x is centralized by an element of order 5 of C,,,,(t). Then x + a and C,(x)/C,(x) 
g exp(2]) . & and so x has 2.54684 M-conjugates. 
Proof. By Lemma 4 we can find an involution x as described in the lemma 
such that C,(x)/Co(x) contains a subgroup U which is isomorphic with 
exp(2g) . ,?Y6 . As C,(x) does not contain conjugates of us we thus see that a 
&subgroup of C,(x) has order 9. In the proof of Lemma 5 we have seen that 
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no element of Q - {z] is centralized by a group of order 15 of M with Ss-sub- 
group conjugate with (ur) or (us). Thus we see that a &-normalizer of 
CM(x)/Co(x) has order 2 s . 5. By Sylow’s theorem we get C,,,(x)/Co(x) = U or 
1 C,(x)/C,(x)~ E(215 . 32 . 5 . 72, 2 r5 32 5 . 7 . 31). Lemma I(ii) shows that a 
&-subgroup of M centralizes only involutions in Q - {z> which are conjugate 
with a. Thus the assertion follows. 
COROLLARY. Let w be an element of order 5 of M. Then Co(w) g Q8 t Q8 and a 
&-subgroup of C,(w) acts faithfully on C,(w). Thus Q - {z} contains precisely 1 
orbit of involutions with representative x such that 5 1 1 C,(x)1 . Moreover we have 
x + z in G and so it follows easily that either Co(w) E O(Co(w)) . C,(w) or 
WW(G(w)r u,(2) by [71- 
LEMMA 7. The group C(a,) is isomorphic with a direct product of a cyclic 
group of order 3 with GL(6,2). 
Proof. By Lemma 5 and by the structure of GL(6,2) we have H = 
C cbl)k+(~) = exp(2g). 4 w h ere an element of order 5 of H acts fixedpointfree 
on 02(WlW W e may assume a E Co(a,) and so acting with (a, a) on O(C(uJ) 
we see that O(C(q)) = (ur). Clearly z - a in C(q) and so by [4] the assertion 
of the lemma follows. (Note that Q - Co( a contains precisely 2.512 conjugates ) 
of a.) 
COROLLARY. The structure of GL(6,2) shows that Co(q) contains precisely 
two G-classes of involutions and according to Lemma 6 we call the representatives z 
and x. 
LEMMA 8. The group C,(a) induces 3 nontrivial orbits on Q n QJ(a, z) of 
lengths 49, 168, and 294. All involutions in the coset of length 49 are conjugate with a. 
Proof. Set E = Q n QJ(a, Z) and A = C,(a)/C(E) n C,(a). Then E is an 
elementary abelian group of order 2$ extended faithfully by L, x L, where 
Li s L,(2) (i = 1,2). Let (pr) and (p2) be &-subgroups of L, and L, , res- 
pectively. Then according to Lemma 3 we may assume that pr , p2 , and plp23 
act fixedpointfree on E while plp2 centralizes a subgroup of order 8 in E. Let 
(TV) and (us) be S,-subgroups of L, and L, such that (pl ,TJ g (p2 , 7s) s 
Frob (2)l. Then clearly CE(~J E C~(T~) g Es and according to Lemma 5 we 
have 7r - 72 - or in M. Since Co(,,) n C&T,) does not contain elementary 
abelian subgroups of order 25 we thus see that 72 acts faithfully on CE(7r) and so 
E# contains exactly one orbit whose stabilizer is divisible by 9. As (pr) acts 
transitively on CE(pIp2)+ we deduce that there is precisely one orbit in E# whose 
stabilizer is divisible by 7. Clearly we have the natural action of L, on CE(~J and 
of L, on C~(T~). Thus it follows that CE(7J n CE(~2) is stabilized by ,X4 x Zd and 
so there is a 2-central orbit of length 49 and representative say e, . Let 
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ea E C&~pa)#. Then a &-normalizer of C,(e,) is isomorphic with a Frobenius 
group of order 21 and so we have [ C,(e,)i E {23 . 3 . 7,2” . 3 . 7) by Sylow’s 
theorem. As prpa $L, CL, it thus follows that Ca(e,) g L,(2) and so es has 168 
conjugates in E. The length of every remaining orbit is a multiple of 3 . 72 and 
so there either is one more orbit of length 2 . 32 . 72 or two more orbits each of 
which has length 3 . 72. Clearly the S,-subgroups of the corresponding stabili- 
zers do not lie in L, K L, and so S,-subgroups are self-centralizing. This fibally 
shows that E# splits into 3 orbits with representatives e, , ea , and e3 such that 
C,(e,) g .Za x Ed , Ca(e2) E L,(2), and C,(e,) E El6 . Z3. Since e, is central- 
ised by or (a conjugate of ur) we see from Lemma 7 that e, - a or e, - x holds. 
We have 1 C(er) n C,,,(a) Q/Q 1 = 2s . 26 . 32 and so by Lemma 6 we get e, - a. 
So the lemma is shown. 
LEMMA 9. Let i be an involution of the 3rd type in M. Then Co(i) e E,J and 
all involutions in iQ are conjugate with i in (i, Q>, 
Proof. We may assume i E CM(plp2) and so by Lemma 3(ii) we have 
[C&p,), i] g E16 . Thus i inverts an element of order 4 in Q. As i also inverts a 
conjugate u of g3 we therefore see that Co(i) is a subgroup of Co(a) c ([Q, u] n 
C,(i)) where Co(a) g Qs and where [Q, u] D Co( ) i is either elementary abelian 
or a direct product of a cyclic group of order 4 with an elementary abelian group. 
The lemma now follows from the fact that C&tpa) n Co(i) is elementary 
abelian. 
LEMMA 10. The involutions in C,(pJ and Co(pIpS3) are all conjugate with z. 
Proof. Clearly we have C&J, Co(pr~~~) C Co(pIp2). Let i be a 2-central 
involution in C(P~P~)/<P~P~) such that C&PA <P~P~)/<P~P~) = O,(C(i)). Then 
in [9] it is shown that every involution in O,(C(i)) which is centralized by an 
element of order 7 is conjugate with Z. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA Il. Let y be an involution in Q - {z} with a + y + x. Then 
C,(y)/C,(y) is isomorphic with an irreducible extension of an elementary abelian 
group of order 2’ by L,(2) and so y has precisely 2.483840 conjugates in Q. 
Proof. According to Lemma 8 choose an involution y E Q n Qa such that 
y(a, Z) has 168 conjugates in C,(a). As an element of order 3 in C(y) n C,(a), 
which is of the 2nd type, does not centralize subgroups of order 2i in 
Q n QJ(a, Z) by Lemma 5 we thus conclude that C(y) n C,(a) Q/Q is an 
irreducible extension of an elementary abelian group of order 2’ by L,(2). 
Assume that C,(y) is not contained in C,(a). Then by what we have seen before 
we have 1 C,(y)/C,(y)l = 211 . 3 . 7 .2” . 3b . 31c where 0 < a < 3, 0 - b, 
c - 1. By [9] we see that a &-normalizer of Cx(y)/Co(y) has order 22 . 3 . 7 
and so by Sylow’s theorem we have 2” . 3b . 31c 3 l(7). Thus we get 
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I G(Y)/C,(Y)l 6 P 3 .7,2 13 32 . 7 . 31,2l4 . 3 . 7). The second case is not 
possible by Sylow’s theorem for the prime 31. So assume 1 C,(y)/Co(y)l = 
214 . 3 . 7. As La(2) occurs as a section in C,(y)/Co(y) we thus see that 
O,(C,(y)/Co(y)) either has order 21° or 211 and in either case contains an 
g-dimensional irreducibleL,(2)- module which however contradicts the structure 
of GL(6,2). Now the lemma easily follows. 
LEMMA 12. Let i be an involution of the 3rd type in M. Then i -y in G. 
Proof. By Lemma 9 we may assume i E Qa n M and so ;Q belongs to the 
orbit of length 168 induced by C,(a) on 02(C1M(u)) Q/Q. Hence Qa n M contains 
at least 2.512.168 conjugates of i. By Lemmas 2 and 6 the proof thus follows. 
LEMMA 13. Let o2 be an element of order 3 in M such that u2 is of the 2nd type. 
Then C(02) s (u2) x 2D4(2). 
Proof. We have that Co(a2) is extraspecial of width 4 and type (+) and 
CJU,)/C~(U,) (u2) g Za x A, . Lemma 5 shows that C(u,) controls the fusion 
of the conjugates of z in C(u2). Since a is centralized by an element of order 3 
of the 2nd type we thus see by [13] that C(u2)/O(C(u2)) E 2D4(2). Moreover we 
have that Co(u2) contains a 4-group (z, b) where z -b N bx and so the rest 
of the proof easily follows. 
LEMMA 14. Let i be an involution of the 2nd type in M such that [i, u3] = 1 
where u3 is as described in Lemma 5. Then C,(i) g Qzs * Q8 x E28 and iQ contains 
3 M-classes of involutions with representatives i, ix, and ie where e is an involution in 
C,(i) - Z(C,(i)). Moreover we may assume i N x and ix - ie -y. 
Proof. We have Co(aa) s Qs and C~(uJ/Co(ua) z GZ(4, 3). This provides 
us with an involutions i as required. Moreover we may assume i E Qa . Since i 
inverts an element of order 5 in M we see by Lemma 4(ii) that j [Q, i] / > 2g. As i 
centralizes Co(uJ we thus get that [Q, ] i is elementary abelian and so ua acts 
fixedpointfree on LQ, iI/%). Hence [Q, ;] s Ez8 and ! C,(i)/[Q, i] Co(uJj = 4. 
This shows C,(i) e QS c Q8 x Ezs. Lemma 7 together with the structure of 
the centralizer of a 2-central involution in GL(6,2) proves that all involutions 
in IQ - i[Q, i] are conjugate in M with representative ie where e is an involution 
in C,(i) - [Q, i]. Furthermore we have i + ie + iz in M by Lemma 3.2 of [12]. 
As Cono,( I z IS not contained in [Q, i] we thus see that all involutions in ‘Q have 
representatives among Z, X, and y. Let j be an involution in Q - Co(a) and let 
fl be an element in (Qa n M) - (Qa n Q) such that [j, fr] = 1. Then there is 
f2 E Q n Q(, such that [fl , f2] = a and so 1 = [i, fi]f2 -= [i, fla] = Z. This 
shows immediately that Q - Co(a) contains precisely 2.512 conjugates of a and 
2.512 * 72 = 2.25088 conjugates of x. As Cone (i) is elementary abelian of order 
21° we have I[Q, i] n Co,Qa(i)l 2 2 * and so inhas at least 2.294.64 = 2.18816 
481/54/I-19 
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conjugates in Qa n M. Clearly C,,,,(a) n C( ) i contains an element ua of order 3 
which is of the 2nd type and we have i + iz in (Co(as), i). Thus Co(a,) n C(i) 
is elementary abelian of order 25 and so by Lemmas 1, 3, and 4 we see that i 
corresponds with 7s or 7az of [13]. Thus we may assume i N x and iz my and 
since all remaining involutions are conjugate to one another we thus see by an 
easy order argument that ie wy which finally proves the lemma. 
In Lemma 4 we have considered an involution t of the 1st type and the modules 
of CM(t) on Co(t). It can easily be seen that C&I) induces either 3 orbits on the 
isotropic points in Co(t)/[Q, t] of lengths 15, 15, and 105 or 2 such orbits of 
lengths 15 and 120, e.g., see [2]. 
LEMMA 15. Let t be an involution of the 1st type as described in Lemma 4. 
Then we may assume t N z and tz N x in G. 
Proof. In the proof of the previous lemma we have shown that (Qa n iI2 - {a} 
contains precisely 2.883 conjugates of z. The factor group Q n QJ(a, z) splits 
into 3 nontrivial C,(a)-classes of involutions of length 49, 168, and 294 and 
representatives fi , fi , and f8 , respectively. In Lemma 8 we have already shown 
fi N z in G. Assume fi N z in G. Then C ono,(~r~z) g Ezb consists of conjugates 
of z only. This contradicts the structure of 3D,(2), e.g., see [9]. Thus fi wy in 
G since 7 1 1 CM(f2)j . Finally consider Co,,o,(a,) which group is elementary 
abelian of order 25 and contains 12 conjugates of fi , 12 conjugates of f3 , and 4 
conjugates of fi , and the 4-group (a, a). Since the order of a &subgroup of 
C,(f,) is 220 . 2i3 we thus see that either f3 N a or f3 N x in M. Assume f3 N a. 
Then by the above we have that (M n QJ - (Q n Qa) contains precisely 
2.196 conjugates of x which are all of the 1st type. Let i be an involution of the 
1st type in (M n Qa) - (Q n QJ. Then 1 Cone,(i) n [Q, i]/ > 26 and so 
(M n Qa) - (Q n Qa) contains at least 2.49 . 2* conjugates of z. This contra- 
diction proves f3 N x and so (M n Qa) - (Q n Qa) contains precisely 2.49 . 24 
conjugates of z. From [t, ui] = 1 and Lemma 7 we thus see that we may assume 
t N z and tz N x in G. So the lemma is shown. 
COROLLARY. Let w be an element of order 5 in M. Then C(w) controls the 
fusion of the conjugates of z in C(z) and so Lemma 15 together with the corollary to 
Lemma 6 shows that C(w) is isomorphic with a direct product of a cyclic group of 
order 5 with U*(2). 
3. ON THE STRUCTURE OF G 
LEMMA 16. Let t be us inLemma 15 ati let E = ([Q, t], t). Then N(E)/C(E) 
g D,(2) where C(E) is a 2-group of order 224 with an elementary abelian center E 
of order 28. The factor group N(E)/C(E) ind uces the natural module on E and con- 
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trols the fusion in E. We may choose z and x as representatives for the involutions in 
E. Then C(x) C N(E) and C(x)/C(E) is isomorphic with 8~42). 
Proof. Let w be an element of order 5 in CM(t) and set F = <C[,,,](w), t). 
By conjugation we may assume (z, x) < F. Clearly F is elementary abelian and 
by the structure of U,(2), e.g., see [7], we have that N(F) controls fusion in F. 
Clearly C(F) < M n C(x) n C(t) an considering the element w we conclude d 
O,(C(F)) = O,(([Q, t], t)) = O,(E) which proves that N(E) is not contained 
in M. Thus we have that N(E)/C(E) contains a proper subgroup U of odd index 
such that U is isomorphic with an irreducible extension of an elementary 
abelian group of order 2s by A, . Thus it follows that N(E)/C(E) is a simple 
group. Moreover we see that every involution in O,(U) has the property that 
[i, E] is a 4-group. The results of [3] th us show that N(E)/C(E) E D,(2) which 
group induces the natural relresentation on E and so clearly controls fusion in E. 
Let pi be an element of order 7 in N(E). Then C&r) z (pr) x Ds x Ls(2) 
by Lemma 3 and so Cc(,&) g D, x D, and Cc(&r) E/E g E,, . Thus we 
see that C(E)/E is elementary abelian of order 216 and N(E)/C(E) z D,(2) either 
acts irreducibly on C(E)/E or induces 2 irreducible modules of dimension 8. 
As WW(E) n Q is extraspecial and as C(E) n Q/[Q, t] is covered by an 
extraspecial group we thus see E = Z(C(E)). The group N,(E)/O,(N,(E)) is 
isomorphic with A, and induces the 6-dimensional orthogonal representation of 
A, on Q/C,(E). Thus we see that all conjugates of .a in Q - C,(E) lie in 35 
cosets of Q/C,(E) each of which contains precisely 2 . 25 conjugates of Z. 
We have seen above C,-(E)(~l) g D, x D, from which we easily get that the 
conjugates of a in C,(E) - [Q, t] lie in 30 cosets of C,(E)/[Q, t] each of which 
contains precisely 2 . 23 conjugates of Z. Clearly the remaining 2.35 conjugates of 
z lie in [Q, t]. Let .a’ E Co(x) - [Q, t] such that a’ N .a in C(x). We choose 
f E C(x) such that f: a’ + Z. Then C(Z, x) contains an extraspecial group of 
order 217 with center (zf). This proves af E [Q, t] and so 1 C(x’) n C(z, x)lz > 
21Q 2Q . 22 = 230. Here we have used that no element of order 5 in C(Z, x) 
centralizes sf. If Z’ E Q - C(E) then 1 C(x’, Z, x)la < 2iQ . 24 . 24 = 227 while if 
Z’ E (Q n C(E)) - [Q, t] then we have 1 C(z’, a, x)1, < 2rQ . 26 . 24 = 229. Next 
assume that there is a C(x)-conjugate Z’ of z in C(E) C,(x) - E. Then by what 
we have just shown and by Lemmas 12 and 14 we see that a’ is of the 1st type. 
Similarly as before we choose C(x) 3 f: a’ -+ Z. The group N((z’, Z, x)) con- 
tains an extraspecial group U of order 27 and center (z). Thus Uf < N((z, zf, x)) 
and Z(U) = (z’). Assume sf $ E. Then af E C(E) - (Q u E) and so Uf covers 
a subgroup of order 24 of C(E)QlQE and an elementary abelian subgroup of 
order 23 of C(Z, x)/O,(C(z, x)). This however contradicts the structure of 
C(Z, x) Q/SE. Thus d E E and so C((Z’, Z, x)) contains a special group F of 
order 224 the center of which has order 2s and contains (z’, a, xy. Furthermore E 
has the property that whenever an element w of order 5 centralized a 4-group I’ 
in E such that V contains both conjugates of z and x then w normalizes E which 
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proves that F is contained in Q . C(E) and so zf $F’. Finally assume that 
C(x, X) - O,(C(z, x)) contains a C(x)-conjugate a’ of z. In the same way as 
above we choose C(x) 3,f: z’ + ,a and see that d E (C(z, X) - Qa(C(z, x))} u E. 
But since C(z’, z, X) contains an extraspecial group of order 25 we thus get that 
zf E E and again an element w of order 5 yields a contradiction. This shows that 
zc@) C E and so Shult’s lemma, e.g., see [5], completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 17. We have C(pJ z (pI) x L, x L, where L, g L, z L,(2) and 
V(P~))/C(PJ = -G and-h -L, in N((p,)). Let Di be S,-subgroups ofL, (i = 1,2). 
Then all involutions in D, u D, are conjugate with x while all involutions in 
(DI x D,) - (DI u D,) are conjugate with x. 
Proof. Let p1 be an element of order 7 in CM(t). Then C,(pJ g <pI) x 
D, x L,(2) and the involutions in an &subgroup of CM(pl) are all conjugate 
with z and X. This together with Lemma 16 shows that CM(pl) contains an S,- 
subgroup of C(pJ and by Lemma 3 we see that N((p,)) controls the fusion of 
the involutions in C(p,). Thus we get C(pl) g (pJ x L,(2) x L,(2) where the 
involutions in the direct factors are conjugate with z while all other involutions 
are conjugate with X. Furthermore we see N((pl))/C(pI) E 2, and the two 
nonabelian simple normal subgroups of C(p,) are interchanged by any element 
of even order in N((pI))/C(pI). The lemma is shown. 
LEMMA 18. Let t be as &Lemma 15. Then tQ contains 5 M-classes of involutions 
with representatives t, tx, te, , te, , and te, where {el , e, , e3} C Co(t) - [Q, t]. We 
also have that t and tz have 64 M-conjugates in tQ, te, and te, have 15 . 27 M- 
conjugates in tQ, and te, has 105 . 27 M-conjugates in tQ. Furthermore t N z, 
tz - te, N te, N ,x, and te, my in G. 
Proof. By [2] we see that there are precisely 2 nonisomorphic representations 
of A, on an extraspecial group F of order 2s such that an element of order 5 of 
A, acts fixedpointfree on F/D(F). F’ t ns assume that N,(E)/O,(N&E)) does not 
act completely reducibly on Co(t)/[Q, t]. Then Lemma 17 shows that all involu- 
tions in the set tQ - t[Q, t] are conjugate with x in G. In Lemma 14 we have seen 
that Qa n M - Q contains precisely 2 . 2s . 294 = 2.18816 conjugates of N 
which are involutions of the 2nd type. As Qa n M only contains 2.29596 conju- 
gates of x (e.g. see the proof of Lemma 14, we thus conclude that 
~d-WO,(~dE)) t ac s completely reducibly on Co(t)/[Q, t], The above argu- 
ments show that tQ - t[Q, t] contains precisely 2 orbits such that each of them 
contains 15 . 2s conjugates. If te, and te, are representatives for these orbits then 
Lemma 17 shows te, N te, N x. There is precisely one further orbit with 
representative te, which contains 105 2g involutions and by the above we have 
te, + X. As te, is centralized by a conjugate of q we thus conclude te, N z or 
te, w y. The structure of C(q) however shows that tQ also contains conjugates 
of y. This forces te, wy and so the proof of the lemma is complete. 
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COROLLARY. Combining Lemmas 9, 14, and 18 we see that G contains precisely 
3 conjugacy classes of involutions with representatives .z, x, and y. 
LEMMA 19. The group C(y) is contained in N((z, a, y)). We have 
j C(y): M n C(y)1 = 3 and C(Y)lO2(C(Y)) = 4 x -w)- 
Proof. First consider the group X = C,(a) . Q n C(y) where y is chosen 
according to Lemma 11. Then both (a, a, y) and Q (7 Qa are normal subgroups 
of X and X/C,(y) is isomorphic with an elementary abelian group of order 2* 
extended irreducibly by L,(2). Let a’ be an involution in Co(y) such that 
z’ N z in C(y). Then there isf E C(x) with z’f = z and so M n C(y) contains an 
extraspecial group F of order 217 with center (zf). We have Q n F E E,o and so 
F covers the unique elementary abelian subgroup of C,( y)/Co( y) of order 2*. 
Thus by Lemma 1 we get zf E (a, a, y) and so zf E {a, az}. We have 
/ C((.a’, a, y))ia < 21g . 27 . 2a = 22g and j C((z, a, y))ia = 21g . 28 . 23 = 230. 
Now let a’ E C,(y) - Q such that a’ N z in C(x). Then by Lemmas 9, 14, and 
18 we get that z’ is of the 1st type and Co(z’) n C(y) contains an extraspecial 
group F of order 27 with Z(F) = (a). We find f E C(y) with f : a’ --, z and then 
consider the groups Ff and Z(Ff) = (zf). By the above we have zfE C,(y) - Q 
and so X/Co(y) contains an extraspecial group of order 27 which however is 
impossible since the 2-rank ofLa(2) is only 2. We have shown that zc(Y) n C,(y) 
is an elementary abelian 4-group and so again by Shult’s lemma we get 
(a, a, y) 4 C(y) and so 1 C(y): C,,,(y)] < 3. Let plpz be an element of order 7 
in C(y). Then z h a in C(plp,) by Lemma 3 and thus the structure of 3D,(2) 
shows that y E O,(C,+Ja)) n 02(C,+0t,(u)) from which it follows that z N a 
holds in C(y). So the lemma is shown. 
4. ON THE ORDER OF G 
The following lemma is a well-known extension of Thompson’s order formula 
to a group with 3 classes of involutions and therefore it is stated here without 
proof. 
LEM,MA 20. We have j G j = a(~, x) . 1 C(x)1 + b(z, x) . I C(z)/ + c(z, 1) * 
. I C(z)1 . I C(x)/// C(y)/ , where a(~, x) denotes the number of pairs (xl, xl) with 
z1 - z and x, - x such that z E (zl ’ xl) and b(z, x) denotes the number of pairs 
(zl , x1) with z, - z and xl - x such that x E (xl . xl) and c(z, x) denotes the 
number ofpuirs (zl , xl) with z1 - z and x1 - x such that y E (zl . xl). 
LEMMA 21. We have a(xl , x1) < 70 . log. 
Proof. First consider pairs (x1 , x1) with {a1 , x1} CQ. Let a1 be a fixed 
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conjugate of z in Q - {z}. Then by what we have shown in the proof of Lemma 
14 we get precisely 2.25088 possibilities for x1 . Thus we have 2.1395.2.25088 = 
139991040 < 140 . IO6 such pairs. Next consider pairs (zl , x1) with xi EQ and 
x1 E M - Q. Then by Lemma 9, 14, and 18 we have that xi is of the 1st type 
and corresponds with te, or te, in the sense of Lemma 18. In the proof of Lemma 
16 we have seen that C,(t) - .Z(C,(t)) contains precisely 30 . 24 conjugates of z 
and precisely 16 out of them conjugate te, into te,z. Thus we have 16 . 30 .2’ 
32 . 7 . 31 < 600 . IO6 pairs (.zl , x1) with x1 EQ - {x} and x1 E M - Q. If 
zi E M - Q then z, is of the 1st type and so z1 + zlz in G. This shows that we 
do not have pairs (zl , x1) with z, E M - Q, xi E Q and z E (zl , x1). Finally 
consider pairs (zi , xi) with {zl , x1} C M - Q. Then zr is of the 1st type and 
from zi + +a in G we conclude that (z) is a &-subgroup of (zl . xl). Thus 
first of all the element xlxlQ of M/Q h as odd order and so by the structure of 
GL(6,2) we get that for fixed z, we have precisely 512 conjugates zclQ of .zrQ in 
M/Q such that ,zlxlQ has odd order different from one. Thus we have at most 
512 . {2s + 30 .2’} . 512 . 26 + 64 < 66 . lo9 such pairs. This shows all 
together a(~, X) < 70 . lo9 which proves the lemma. 
In the following lemmas we take a closer look at C(X) and since C(x)/O,(C(x)) 
- Sp(6,2) we refer freely to and use the same notation as [lo]; especially we Z.Z 
call an involution i in C(X) - O,(C(x)) of type I, II, III, and IV if iO,(C(x)) lies 
in the conjugacy class of r1 , rlna , OL, or 01’, respectively. 
LEMMA 22. Let i be an invoZution in C(x) - O,(C(x)) with i N z in G. Then i 
is of type II or III. 
Proof. Assume that i is of type I or IV and without loss of generality we take 
i E M - O,(C(x)) such that i . O,(C(x)) corresponds with rrra or o~r~ra of 
[IO]. Then i inverts an element w E M n C(X) of order 5. Hence i is of the 2nd 
or 3rd type on Q. So the lemma easily follows. 
LEMMA 23. The number b(z, x) is smaller than 2 * 109. 
Proof. Let i be an involution of type III in C(X) - C(E) such that i * C(E) 
corresponds with 01 of [lo] and i - .z in G. From Q C N(E) and Lemma 18 we 
conclude that all conjugates of i in i . C(E) lie in i * (Q n C(E)). In the proof of 
Lemma 16 we have seen that Q/Q n C(E) contains precisely 35 cosets containing 
conjugates of z. Moreover each of them contains exactly 2.32 conjugates of z 
and so since i . (Q n C(E)) is normalized by an element of order 5 we finally 
see by Lemma 2 that all conjugates of x in C(X) - C(E) correspond with 
involutions of type II of Sp(6,2). Thus we get that C(X) - C(E) contains 
precisely 32 . 5 . 7 . 26 = 20160 conjugates of z. Now let i EQ - Co(t) such 
that i -z in G. Then by the action of M n N(E) on [Q, t]/(z) we see that 
[i, E] is a 4-group consisting of conjugates of z only. This proves i + i j where 
zmiEC(x)- C(E) and x-j < E. The structure of M n N(E’) shows 
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immediately that for every z-conjugate i in N(E) - C(E) we have that i . C(E) 
is a 2-central involution in N(E)/C(E) e D,(2). Hence N(E)/C(E) contains 
precisely 1575 cosets containing conjugates of z and every such coset contains 
exactly 64 conjugates of x. We now consider pairs (zr , x1) with z N x1 such that 
h ,d C WE) - C(E) and Qd(wl>)~ is conjugate with x and lies in E. As 
z1 + z1 .i with x -j E Ewe thus get that zrxrC(E) has odd order in N(E)jC(E) 
and so z,C(E) N x,C(E) in N(E)/C(E). F rom the fact that D,(2) is generated 
by a class of {3,4}+-transpositions, e.g., see [l I], we get that for a fixed a-central 
involution i in D,(2) there are exactly 512 conjugates j in O,(2) such that i .j 
is a nontrivial element of odd order (in fact the order is three). This together 
with the structure of C,(t)/Co(t) as a subgroup of GL(6,2) shows that we have 
at most &, . 1575 .4 . 24 . (4 .2* + 52 .2’9 . 512 + 20160 < I,46 . lo9 pairs 
with the above properties. Let z N z’ E C(E) - E. Then the coset z’E contains 
precisely 16 conjugates of z and from the fact that E is an orthogonal space it 
follows that E does not contain subgroups U of order 8 such that all nontrivial 
elements in U are nonisitropic. Considering the action of N(BJ n C(d) on the 
conjugates of z in z’E we finally see that the conjugates of x in z’E generate a 
group of order 32 such that all 31 involutions in that group are conjugate with 
z in G. Hence the pairs (x r , xi) with zr E C(E) have the property zi E E and so 
x1 E C(X) - C(E). Direct computations yield that C(x) - C(E) contains at most 
2* . 26 . 33 . 5 .7 conjugates of x of type I, (4 . 24 + 52 .29 . 32 . 5 . 7 conju- 
gates of x of type II, 24 .2s . 32 .7 conjugates of x of type III, and 24 .2s .2s e 
33 . 5 7 conjugates of x of type IV. The group E contains precisely 64 conjugates 
of x such that z N zx in G. Thus we have less than 430 . lo6 pairs (zr , xi) with 
zi E C(E). We still have to consider the pairs (x1, xi) with x1 E C(E). As 
zi + zi . x for z, E C(x) - E we thus have [zi , x1] = 1 and so z1 = x1 . x 
which clearly yields less than 1 E / = 256 pairs. Summing up all partial results 
we finally see that the assertion follows. 
LEMMA 24. The number c(z, x) is not greater than 196. 
Proof. We have Q n Qa u C(y). Now consider a pair (zl, x1) with 
z N z1 E C(y) - Q n Qa and x N X, E C(y) such that y E (zlxl). Since 
zi + zIy by Lemma 18 we thus get by the structure of C(y) that o(zixi) is 
either 2 or 6. If o(zlxl) = 2 then x1 = zry. Lemma 18 however shows zry wy. 
If o(zixJ = 6 then x N xi1 = .zp . y and the same contradiction arises. Thus 
we only have to consider pairs (zr , xi) with zr EQ n Qa - (y, a, z). If x1 $ 
C(z,) then z”, = z,y N z. So z,y $ O,(C(z,)) and by Lemma 18 we get the 
contradiction zry . z, N x applied to C(zr). Thus x1 E C(q) and so y = x1 . zi . 
The lemma now follows easily. The following lemma is a direct application of 
the previous lemmas and so we state it without proof. 
LEMMA 25. We hawe 1 G 1 = 236 * 34 . 5 . 72 .31 . r where Y < 2043 . 10s. 
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LEMMA 26. Let P be a A’,-subgroup of G. Then P is an elementary abelian 
gvoup of order 52 and j N(P)J = 25 . 3 . 52. 
Proof. Let w be an element of order 5 in M. In the corollary to Lemma 15 
we have shown C(w) E (w) x U,(2). Let (wr) be a &-subgroup of C(w)‘. 
Then N(<w)) induces 3 nontrivial orbits on (w, wi} with representatives w, wi , 
and wwr and orbit-lengths 4,4, and 16, respectively. Moreover we have w NW, 
since both elements of order 5 are centralized by an involution. Thus we get that 
P = (w, wi) is a S,-subgroup of G and 1 N(P)1 = 25 . 52 if w + wwi or 
1 N(P)J = 25 .3 . 52 if w N wwr . Assume j N(P)] = 25 . 52 then P contains 
precisely 16 elements of order 5 that are not conjugate with w. Thus ww, is 
centralized by an involution and so w N wwi . This contradiction proves the 
lemma. 
LEMMA 27. Let P be a S,-subgroup of G. Then P is an elementary abelian 
group of order 73 and I N(P)1 = 23 . 34 . 73. Furthermore we have plpz + (plp2)-l. 
Proof. In Lemma 3 we have shown C(plp2) = (plp2) x 3D,(2) and in Lemma 
17 we prove C(pJ = (pJ x Li x L, with L, z L, g L,(2). We have CM(p1p23) 
= <pl> x #p2) x CO(P~P~~) where CO(P~P~~) = 4 + Clearly C~P~P~~J is a 
S,-subgroup of C(p,p,3). As C(plpz3) controls the G-fusion of the involutions in 
C(p,pz3) and as C(p,p,) contains an elementary abelian group of order 73 we 
see that C(p,pz3) is isomorphic with 2, x 2, x L,(2) which is equivalent with 
saying C(p,pz3) is contained in C(p,p,). C onsider now a S,-subgroup of C(pl); 
say (pl , pa , po) where p. ELM and ps EL,. Thus (pl , po, , ps)# splits into the 
following N(<p,))-classes: 
element 
number of 
conjugates 
element 
number of 
conjugates 
Pl Pa 
-~ 
6 6 
-1 
PLX 
-~ 
6 
PrUlPil PLxPil PoPOPl 
--___ 
9 18 54 
PcdP1 P3Pl Pap;’ p,$;’ 
_- ___- 
18 18 18 18 
fGIPBIPl 
54 
PmPilPl 
54 
PaP8 
9 
PaPs’P;’ 
54 
Since L, contains a conjugate of z we conclude (p, , p,) - (pl , p2) and so we 
see that p1 N pa holds and by taking a suitable power of pa we also may 
assume pdl - PlP2 1 P,$? - PllPZ1, and P;‘P~ - P& - PlP2. If 
7 1 I N((p, , pa, p&)l/(pl , pa, p,& then we get that p1 has either 126 or 252 
conjugates in N((pl , pa, po)). But in both cases pap:’ would have more than 
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350 conjugates in (pi , pa, ps> which is absurd. Thus P = (pl , pm, pa) is a 
&-subgroup of G. As P is elementary abelian we have that N(P) controls the 
fusion in P. Thus we easily get by the above table that p1 either has 18 or 36 or 
72 conjugates in P. This is mainly due to the fact that po& has exactly three 
times as many conjugates in P as pi . If 1 N(P)1 = 2 . 34 . 73 or 22 34 . 73 then 
again use the above table to see that in both cases the stabilizer of p&i in N(P) 
is divisible by 2 which is impossible. Thus p1 has precisely 72 conjugates in P 
and 1 P 1 = 23 . 34 . 7. Moreover assume pips N (pIp2)-1. Then porpl has 54 con- 
jugates in N(P). (Note that pops is centralized by an involution and thus must 
have a conjugate in M.) Hence CN&& contains a group of order 4 which is 
not the case. So the lemma is shown. 
LEMMA 28. A S,-subgroup P of G has order 3=. 
Proof. We have C(,) g ((I~) x GL(6,2) and C((T~) g (ua) x 2D4(2). Let 
P be a S,-subgroup of G. If 1 P / = 35 then by conjugation we may assume 
P c C(a,) n C(u.J. Clearly (ui) + P’ + {ua). Let P’ = (p,,). Then (ul , p,,) = 
Z(P) contains precisely 2 conjugates of p, , 2 conjugates of a, , and 4 conjugates 
of alp,, . But also we have (uZ , p,) = Z(P) and so Z(P) contains 2 conjugates of 
p, , 2 conjugates of u2 , and 4 conjugates of a&, . This contradiction proves 
36 1 1 G j . Let PI b e a S,-subgroup of C(u,) and let K be the unique elementary 
abelian subgroup of PI of order 34. Then iV,(OIJK)/K is a faithful extension of an 
elementary abelian group of order 8 by Z; . Set (fr , f3 ,f3) = K n C(ul)’ such 
that fr , fi , and f3 centralize an elementary abelian group of order 16 in the 
natural representation of GL(6, 2). F rom the proof of Lemma 7 we then obviously 
get u1 -fi and 03 -fif3 -flu1 + u1 +f f r 1u’1 in G. Thus K is also the unique 
elementary abelian subgroup of order 3i in a S,-subgroup of C(fif2). As 
/ N((u,))/C(u,)] = 2 we get the following N((u,))-classes in KS: 
element 
number of 
conjugates 
01 fi fifi fif2f3 fPl fif3Ul fifif3Ul 
2 6 12 8 12 24 16 
We have Z(P,) = (fif3f3) and so u1 w f f f i 2 au1 in IV(K). By the uniqueness of K 
in PI we also deduce that N(K) controls the fusion of the conjugates of u1 in K. 
Thus we see that u1 has precisely 24 conjugates in K and so [ N(K)/K 1 = 
2’ . 32. Assume an element r of order 3 in N(K) - K centralizes a subgroup of 
order 33 in K. Then C,(T) neither contains conjugates of a, nor of u2 as can be 
seen from the structure of C(uJ and C(u2). This however contradicts the fact 
that (al , fi) has order 9 and consists only of conjugates of u1 and u2 . As the 
center of a S,-subgroup of N(K) is cyclic of order 3 we thus see that K is the 
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only elementary abelian subgroup of order 34 in N(K) and thus N(K) contains a 
&-subgroup P of G which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 29. Let P be a &-subgroup of G. Then 1 P 1 = 31, C(P)/P g Z; , 
and 1 N(P)/C(P)j = 5. 
Proof. Let u be an element of order 31 of M. Then C,(u) = (z) x (u) and 
so (a) is a &-subgroup of C(U). Thus C(U) has a normal 2-complement K and z 
acts invertingly on K/(u). Assume that (u) is not a $,-subgroup of G. Then z 
inverts an element k’ of order 31. Thus we have that sk’ has s = / C(Z): CC(Z)(zk’)l 
conjugates under the action of C(Z). However C(Z) n C(#) E C(h’) and so 
s > 235 contradicting Lemma 25. By Lemma 7 we see that Z3 x (u) C Cu). 
Assume 1 C(u)1 > 2 .3 . 31. Then I K I > 3 .31 and as K is abelian we get a 
contradiction by Lemma 7. 
Let <Q be a S,-subgroup of C(U). Then elZ = 6;’ and so a Frattiniargument 
shows that N((u,)) contains a S,,-normalizer of G. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
LEMMA 30. The order of G is 236 * 36 . 52 . 73 . 13 . 17 . 31 . 73. 
Proof. By Lemma 13(ii) we see 13 1 I G 1 . By Lemma 13 we get 17 1 / G I. 
We further apply Lemmas 26-29 together with Lemma 25. This yields I G I = 
236 36 . 52 . 73 . 13 . 17 . 31 . y1 where y1 = 73(2170), y1 < 29347 and 3 { . y1 
Thus we only have the following possibilities: 
Y, = 73 Y, = 13093 Y, = 26113 
y1 = 2243 Y, = 15263 Y, = 28283 
Y, = 29.227 Y, = 19603 
y1 = 8753 Y, = 21773 
Thus we have that &,-subgroups of G have order 13. Let (u) be a &,-subgroup 
of Cbw2)- Then C(PU~~> n C(u) = h2> x (4 and Ws2) n N(W) is a 
direct product of (prpa) with a Frobenius group of order 13 22. Let (T be an 
element of order 3 acting nontrivially on (flP1) and assume [a, C(f,,,)‘] = 1. 
Then u E M and 212 ( I M n C(a)/ . Thus cr N q or (J N u2 . But both cases 
yield 13 7 1 C(u)1 and so u induces an outer automorphism of C(p1p2)‘. Hence we 
have / N((u))/C((u))l = 12 and so by a Frattini argument C(U) has a normal 
7-complement K such that prp2 acts fixepointfree on K/(u). Thus I K/(u)/ is not 
divisible by 2, 3, 5, 7, 13, 17, 31. C om p aring with the possibilities for Y, we thus 
get that either 1 K I = 13 or 1 K I = 13 * 29 and so either a &,-normalizer has 
order 22 . 3 .7 . 13 or 22 . 3 .7 . 13 .29. By Sylow’s theorem we easily get 
either Y, = 73 or r, = 28283. In the latter case the contradiction arises when 
considering a S,,,s,- normalizer whose order clearly is 2 . 3~ . 76 . 17~ . 28283 
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with (01, /I, r} C (0, I}. Thus we finally see that only rr = 73 is possible which 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 31. The group is isomorphic with E,(2). 
Proof. We determine the orbits that M induces on the conjugates of z. 
Clearly z belongs to an orbit of length 1. According to Lemma 2 the element a 
belongs to an orbit of length 2790. The element t which we considered in 
Lemma 15 has the property 1 CM(t)/ = 2 l5 . 2g . 26 . 3a . 5 .7 and so t belongs to 
a M-orbit of length 124992. There is a conjugate b of z in Q - Co(u). Hence 
there is a conjugate z’ of z in G such that o(zz’) = 4 and (zz’)~ N z in G which 
provides us with the (+)-condition of [ll]. Hence 1 CM(z’)/ = I C(a) n C(b)] and 
as z E (a, b) we get that C(a) n C(b) is contained in M. Thus I C&z’)] = 
21g .2’j . 32 . 72 and so z’ has 2856960 M-conjugates. Finally the involution t of 
Lemma 15 inverts an element q of order 3 in M. Thus by conjugation we see 
that G contains a conjugate z’ of x such that (z, z’) g Za and xz’ N ur . 
Clearly C,,,(z’) = C(zz’) n M and so I CM(z’)I = 1 C,+(t)] . As 1 Cc(o,)(t)l < 
] GL(6,2)1 = 215 . 34 . 5 . 72 31 we thus have that z’ belongs to a M-orbit of 
length at least 2 21 = 2097152. Summing up the length of those 5 orbits we 
finally see that G is generated by a set of {3,4}+-transpositions. This together 
with the main result of [ll] completes the proof of the main theorem. 
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